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ABSTRACT . 
Kilty, K., Chapman, D.S. and Mase, C.W., 1979. Forced convective heat transfer in the ' 

Monroe hot springs geothermal system. J. Volcano]. Geotherm. Res., 6: 257—277. 

A kho^wledge of convective heat transfer is essential to understanding geothermal sys
tems and other systems of moving groundwater. A simple, kinematic approach toward con
vective heat transfer is taken in this paper. Concern is not with the cause of the ground
water motion but only with the fact that the water is moving and transferring heat. 

The mathematical basis of convective heat transfer is the energy equation which is a 
statement of the first law of thermodynamics. The general solution of this equation for a 
specific model of groundwater flow has to be done numerically. The numerical algorithm 
used here employs a finite difference approximation to the energy equation that uses cen
tral differences for the heat conduction terms and one-sided differences for the heat con
vection terms. Gauss-Seidel iteration is then used to solve the finite difference equation at 
each node of a non-uniform mesh. 

The Monroe and Red Hill hot springs, a small hydrothermal system in central Utah, 
provide an example to illustrate the application of convective heat transfer theory to a 
geophysical problem. Two important conclusions regarding small geothermal systems fol
low immediately from the results of this application. First, the most rapid temperature rise 
in the convecting part of a geothermal system is near the surface. Below this initially rapid 
tempeirature increase the temperature increases very slowly, and thus temperatures extra
polated from shallow boreholes can be seriously in error. Second, the temperatures and heat 
flows observed at Monroe and Red Hill, and probably at many other small geothermal 
areas, can easily result from moderate vertical groundwater velocities in faults and fracture 

•'. zones in an area of normal heat flow. 

1̂  
INTRODUCTION 

Convective heat transfer, the process in which heat is transferred by a mov
ing medium such as groundwater, is common in geological situations. Geysers 
and hot springs are spectacular examples. More pervasive however is ordinary 
groundwater flow which at velocities of the order of 10"* m/s transfers as 
much heat as conduction. UnderstEinding convective heat transfer is therefore 
important in studying the thermal regime in many regions of the upper crust 
particularly in geothermal areas where convection is the dominant heat trans
fer process. 
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The recent interest in geothermal energy has lead to an increased study of 

convective heat transfer in geothermal problems (Sorey, 1975; Lowell, 1975; 
Bodvarsson, 1969). Yet much of the work on geothermal systems is not 
completely satisfactory. For example, Blackwell and Chapman (1977) have 
successfully modelled a fault-controlled geothermal system. However, in
stead of treating the convective heat transfer rigorously they used isothermal 
planes to represent the groundwater flow. Under what conditions is this a 
valid approximation? 

Rigorous treatments of convective heat transfer also have several short
comings. First there is a preoccupation with free convection — convection 
driven by thermal buoyancy. While free convection is important in systems 
with powerful heat sources, other systems it may not be nearly as important 
as forced convection. Furthermore, the fluid flow and heat transfer in free 
convection problems depend strongly on the geometry and permeability of 
the system and the heat source which are poorly known in geological situa
tions. 

In this paper we examine numerical models of heat transfer and their ap
plication to the Monroe—Red Hill geothermal system in central Utah. In our 
modeling we have taken a kinematic standpoint, being concerned more with 
heat transfer than fluid dynamics, since we constrain our models with tem
perature and heat flow data. Beyond simply presenting the results for 
Monroe—Red Hill we wish to broaden into a general discussion of heat trans
fer and our mathematical model of it. Because the Monroe—Red Hill system 
is similar to many geothermal systems that are fault controlled we feel a 
general discussion of our model and the theory behind it may be useful for 
studies elsewhere. 

MATHEMATICAL AND CONCEPTUAL MODELS 

The mathematical analysis of any heat transfer problem involves solving 
the energy equation, so called because it describes conservation of energy, 
for the boundary conditions and groundwater velocity field appropriate to 
the problem. The time-dependent form of this equation is (Stallman, 1963): 

V- /^eVT-CfPf (? - Vr) = C c P c | f (1) 

where K .̂, Ĉ ., p .̂ are the thermal conductivity, specific heat and density of 
the solid-fliiid composite material, Cf and p f are the specific heat and density 
of the fluid, V is the velocity field of the fluid averaged over a representative *\ 
volume of material, T is the temperature, and t is time. 

The validity of this equation depends on two conditions. First, it is valid 
only if the divergence of the velocity field, ( V •V'), and viscous dissipation are 
negligible. These restrictions are generally met in steady groundwater flow. 
Second, it is strictly valid only if the solid and fluid phases can both be re
garded as continua. Of course this restriction can never be satisfied exactly 
since the fluid phase can only exist in pore spaces where no solid phase is 

J-
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present. However, it is approximately satisfied if the pore spaces and frac
tures through which the flow takes place are smaller than the distance over 
which there is a significant temperature change. A significant temperature 
change may be O.Oi°C or 1.0°C depending on the nature of the problem. If 
these restrictions are not met the energy equation contains additional terms. 
Singh and Dybbs (1974) and Slattery (1972) discuss the form of these addi
tional terms. 

The factor that most complicates the solution of the energy equation is 
the groundwater velocity field, V. In forced convection problems the veloc
ity field is primarily the result of external pressures and can be determined 
independently of the temperature field. For small velocities the relationship 
between the velocity field and external pressures is given by Darcy's law 
(Davis and DeWiest, 1966) 

t = - i C h V^ (2) 

where ip is the force potential as defined by Hubbert (1940), and Kŷ  is the 
hydraulic conductivity of the solid which in general may be a second rank 
tensor, but is treated aiS a constant scalar here. 

The hydraulic conductivity is a combined property of the solid and the 
fluid. It is related to permeability which is a property of the solid alone ac
cording to the equation 

K h = k 2 (3) 

where k is permeability, y is the specific weight of the fluid, and M is the 
dynamic viscosity of the fluid. 

Free convection problems are more complicated because the velocity field 
is primarily the result of thermal buoyancy; or equivalently stated, the force 
potential is a function of temperature. Darcy's law as stated above is valid 
for free convection problems if the concept of force potential is modified 
to include the equation of state for a fluid (Elder, 1965): 

p(T) = P o [ l - a ( r - r o ) ] (4) 

where Po is the density at a temperature equal to TQ, and a is the volume ex-
pjinsion coefficient; and: 

P z 
rdP' f 

< P = J ' ~ -̂  J g [ l - a ( T - T o ) ] d z ' (5) 
Po P 20 

where P is the hydrostatic pressure at a height of z, and PQ is the hydrostatic 
pressure on a reference datum ZQ-

Since Darcy's law and the energy equation in free convection problems 
both depend on temperature, these equations have to be solved simultane
ously. In order to avoid the difficulty of solving coupled differential equa
tions we neglect free convection and consider only forced convection in the 
remainder of this paper. 
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QUALITATIVE ASPECTS OF HEAT TRANSFER 

If the quantities LQ, VQ, to, To and T̂  are respectively a characteristic 
length, velocity, time, temperature, and surface temperature in a convective 
flow, the transformations V * = LQV, f* = 'P'/y^, t* = t/to, and 9 = T - T J 
TQ—Tg result in a dimensionless energy equation (Slattery, 1972): 

v * M - ( t * . v * 0 ) = ^ | - e (6) 
iVpe ATst d t * 

The characteristic quantities may be chosen arbitrarily as long as they are 
chosen the same in problems with similar geometry (Rosenberger, 1978). 

The dimensionless energy equation contains three dimensionless groups of 
parameters; R, Ng^, and JVpg. R is the ratio of the heat capacity of the solid-
fluid composite, CcPc» to the heat capacity of the fluid, CfPf. Ngt is the 
Strouhal number defined as A/̂ gt = Vo^o/̂ o- If ô is chosen to be the character
istic time for thermal conduction, L(7/a^ (where a^ is the thermal diffusivity), 
the Strouhal number is the ratio of the time required for thermal diffusion to 
the time required for thermal convection (Le Mehaute, 1976). The Strouhal 
number also determines how time is measured (Luikov, 1966). 

Npe is the Peclet number defined as ATpg = PfCfVoLo/K^. It is the ratio of. 
heat transferred by convection to that transferred by conduction in the bulk 
fluid flow (Rosenberger, 1978). If conduction dominates heat transfer the 
second term of equation (6) is small and the solution of the energy equation 
is simply a perturbation of the solution for pure conduction in an equivalent 
geometry. (Domenico and Palciauskas, 1973, used such a perturbation tech
nique to analyze heat transfer in homogeneous, isotropic alluvium.) Further
more, the time dependence of the problem is controlled by the factor 
iZATpg/ATst which implies that the time required to reach thermal equilibrium 
is proportional to p^CgLo /K .̂ — the characteristic time for thermal conduc
tion. 

Alternatively, if convection dominates the heat transfer the first term of 
equation (6) is very small, and the time dependence of the temperature field 
is controlled by the factor R/Ng^ .̂ This implies that the time required to reach 
equilibrium is proportional to LO/VQ. Moreover, the steady state of tempera
ture field of the problem (3 /91* = 0) is described by the equation: 

f-*.sj*e = 0 

The only realistic solution of this equation is 0 equal to a constant through- \ 
out the bulk fluid flow (Rosenberger, 1978). 

NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE ENERGY EQUATION 

Although a qualitative discussion of the energy equation demonstrates the 
character of convective heat transfer the analysis of a real geothermal system 
requires a solution to the equation for a-specific flow field. Unfortunately 

• / 
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analytic solutions csinnot be obtained except for the simplest situations. In 
the general case a numerical solution must be sought. 

Using the vector identity V •a.A = aV*A + V a * 3 the energy equation (1) 
can be cast in the form: 

KeV'T + (VXe-CfPf t ) -VT=CcPcTr C )̂ 

where all the variables have been defined previously. We use a finite differ
ence solution to this equation that was originally suggested by Courant et al. 
(1952) and developed ih Gosman et al. (1969). This solution uses central dif
ferences to approximate the second-order partial derivatives and uses for
ward or backward differences oriented into the fluid flow to approximate 
the first-order partial derivatives. The resulting difference equation written 
at each node of a finite difference grid results in a system of equations that 
can be solved with iterative methods (Gerald, 1970). 

We have organized the numerical algorithm to accept arbitrary groundwa
ter flows, thermal conductivities, and boundary conditions. It also uses a 
non-uniform grid which can be used to obtain detailed information in the 
central part of the mesh while removing the disturbing effect of the bound
aries as far as possible by expanding the mesh near them. 

The accuracy and rate of convergence of the algorithm is strongly depen
dent on the type of boundary conditions that are used. Constant tempera
ture boundaries provide the most rapid convergence but are not always real
istic. A constant flux boundary condition is a better approximation to the 
lower boundary and sometimes for the vertical boundfiries also. The upper 
boundary, which is the air-ground interface, is best represented by a mixed 
boundary condition expressed mathematically as: 

H(T^-T,) = K 7 ' ^ P Z \ Z = O . 

(T^—T^) is the difference between the surface temperature and the ambient 
air temperature, and H is a semi-empirical film coefficient between the 
ground surface and the air. This boundary condition frees the surface from 
an isothermal state and allows phenomena such as warm or steaming ground 
to evolve naturally in the simulations. 

An approximate value of the film coefficient can be determined from 
boundary layer theory by knowing the mean wind speed in the area 
(Chapman, 1974). However, estimating the film coefficient from wind 
speeds is not completely satisfactory because it assumes that the heat trans
fer between the earth and air occurs by conduction through a stagnant film 
of air. The actual heat transfer mechanism is probably transfer of water va
por to the air in evapo-transpiration (Sophocleos, personal communication). 
We have used values of 0.3—1.2 W m"^ K~' for the film coefficient with a 
value of 0.6 W m"^ K"' giving the most reasonable results. 

At large groundwater velocities (iVpg > 200) the truncation error of the 
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one-sided differences leads to a ficticious diffusion (Gosman et al., 1969) 
which degrades the accuracy of the solution. The effect of ficticious diffu
sion is best discussed by referring to the dimensionless energy equation (6). 
At large Peclet numbers the time-dependent form of this equation is approxi
mately: 

-̂  R dd 
v*y*e = 
This is a hyperbolic diffeirential equation much like those used to describe 
shock waves. Thus, at large Peclet numbers large thermal gradients (thermal 
shocks) develop near boundaries or rapid changes in groundwater velocity. 
Ficticious diffusion smooths these sharp temperature changes. 

The magnitude of the ficticious diffusion is proportional td | F |/i sin 2a, 
where | V ] is the absolute value of the groundwater velocity, h is the spacing 
of the finite difference nodes, and a is, the angle between the streamlines and 
the finite difference net (Gosman et al., 1969). In geophysical problems h is 
generally quite large (> 50 m) so that the ficticious diffusion may be sub
stantial even for small groundwater velocities.. 

Two ways of reducing the effect of ficticious diffusion are to use a fine 
finite difference net (small h) or a finite difference net that parallels the 
streamlines of the flow. Gosman et al. (1969) discuss this in more detail. 

MODEL OF A FAULT-CONTROLLED GEOTHERMAL SYSTEM 

The discussion, which so far has been very general, is now narrowed to a 
particular geophysical problem — that of heat transfer in a fault-controlled 
geothermal system. Fig. 1 shows a simple model of the system. 

The thermal water originates as surface water that percolates down through 
faults, fractures, and aquifers into a storage area beneath the hot springs. Dur
ing the downward percolation and during its residence time in the storage area 
the water absorbs heat from its surroundings. Eventually it is forced from the 
storage area through a fault zone to a discharge area at the surface. At the sur
face part of the water discharges through the hot spring while the remainder 
is lost through leakage to the alluvium. The location of the hot spring is deter
mined by the piezometric surface, topography, and the location of a perme
able conduit in the fault zone. 

The pressure that forces the water to the surface is supplied principally by 
the difference in elevation between the recharge and discharge areas; although 
buoyancy over heat sources could supply some additional pressure. Once the 
discharge is started a further contribution to the driving pressure is derived 
from the temperature difference between the discharging and recharging water 
columns. Simon (1960) noted this driving pressurein a Hungarian artesian well 
which, after being shut in for one day, had cooled enough to stop flowing and 
had to be restarted by pumping, 
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HOT SPRING 
. y ^ . . 

^ Groundwater Flow 

Fig. 1. Simple model of a fault-controlled geothermal system. The thermal water originates 
from surface water that recharges a deep reservoir and absorbs heat in the process. It is 
eventually forced up the fault zone, mixes with other water at various levels, and leaks into 
the alluvium or discharges at the surface. 

An interesting way of applying convective heat transfer theory to this 
model follows an approach often used in fluid mechanics problems. In fluid 
mechanics the solutions to many problems are empirical relations, determined 
experimentally or numerically, between a determining criterion such as the 
velocity of a specific flow field and a non-determining criterion such as the 

heat or momentum that is transferred. These relationships are most useful if 
the comparison is between dimensionless criteria (Luikov, 1966). 

In heat transfer problems the determining criteria are the dimensionless 
coordinates and the Peclet and Strouhal numbers. The non-determining cri
teria are the dimensionless temperature and the Nusselt number, N•̂ Ĵ̂ =Lo bd/bzl;^ 
which is the ratio of total heat transfer at the surface to the heat that would 
be transferred by conduction alone (Luikov, 1966). An example of a rela
tionship between determining and non-determining criteria in the context of 
our model (Fig. 1) is illustrated in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2 shows a numerically determined relationship between the Nusselt 
number at the earth's surface directly over a fracture and the Peclet number 
of the flow up the fracture. The small inset in the figure shows the geometry 
of the flow. The flow begins in a reservoir at a depth LQ and flows up a frac
ture to a depth of d. LQ is chosen as the characteristic length in the problem 
because it is characteristic of the temperature difference between the fluid at 
depth and the surface. At a depth of d the flow becomes predominantly 
horizontal as the fluid moves toward small conduits to discharge at the sur
face. 

Not surprisingly the figure shows the Nusselt number to be a monotonic-
ally increasing function of Peclet number. As the Peclet number approaches 
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Fig. 2. Relationship between the heat-flow enhancement (Nusselt number) directly over a 
fracture and the Peclet number of the flow up the fracture for the geometry shown in the 
inset. 

zero (Vo "̂ 0) the Nusselt number asympotically approaches a value of unity-
characteristic of pure conduction. Alternatively, as the Peclet number be
comes very Ijirge the Nusselt number approaches a limiting value of L ĵd— 
characteristic of fluid moved instantaneously from a depth LQ to d (Jaeger, 
1965). Fig. 2 was calculated with L^jd equal to 200; therefore, the Nusselt 
number is approaching the value 200. 

A figure like Fig. 2 is useful for inverting heat-flow measurements to obtain 
the velocity of the groundwater flow up any similar fracture geometry. Once 
the Nusselt number is determined from a heat-flow measurement over the 
fracture the relationship of Fig. 2 fixes the Peclet number or the value of the 
product VQLO for the flow. 

Many other relationships between determining and non-determining cri
teria are possible. For instance, Jaffrennou et al. (1974) experimentally deter
mined a relationship between Nusselt number and filtration Rayleigh num
ber in free convection and Sorey (1975) numerically determined a relation
ship between the dimensionless drop in water temperature between the reser
voir and hot spring and the dimensionless discharge of the hot spring. The 
relationships that are most useful, of course, depend on the nature of the 
specific problem. 
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APPLICATION TO THE MONROE, UTAH, HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEM 

The Monroe and Red Hill hot springs are located on the east side of the 
central Sevier Valley near Monroe, Utah. They issue from the Sevier fault 
which is a major, west-dipping normal fault that separates the Tertiary vol
canic rocks of the Sevier Plateau from the alluvium of the Sevier Valley. 

The first detailed studies of these hot springs (Parry et al., 1976; Miller, 
1976) were concerned with the geochemistry and alteration mineralogy of 
the systems and provide valuable constraints on the origin and history of the 
thermal waters. During the autumn of 1976 and throughout 1977, geophysi
cal surveys including precision gravity, ground-magnetics, and dipole-dipole 
electric soundings were conducted and a borehole drilling program was un
dertaken to provide direct subsurface temperature information (Halliday, 
1978; Mase, 1978). 

Hydrogeology 

The hydrogeologic situation in the central Sevier Valley is shown in Fig. 3. , 
The geologic and hydrologic information in the figure is generalized from 
Young and Carpenter (1965), Hahl and Mundorff (1968), and Stokes and 
Hintze (1963). 

The subsurface hydrology of the central Sevier Valley is very complex. 
This is partially because of complicated geological structure and partially 
because of the number of aquifers that could contribute to the subsurface 
flow. The Sevier Plateau and the Pavant Range southwest of the town of 
Richfield are covered with up to 4 km of Oligocene and Pliocene volcanic 
rocks (Young and Carpenter, 1965). The volcanic rocks consist of pyroclast
ic rocks in the lowest part overlain by latite flows which are, in turn, over
lain by basaltic andesite flows, rhyolite, and tuffs. Young and Carpenter 
(1965) indicate that these volcanic rocks generally have very low permeabil
ities. The pyroclastic rocks, tuffs, and latite flows surely have low permeability 
but the basaltic andesite flows are locally, very permeable as shown by 
springs that discharge from them. Moreover, all of the volcanic rocks have 
higher permeabilities in the fractured and faulted zones. 

The volcanic rocks lie upon sedimentary rocks that range in age from 
Oligocene to Jurassic, depending on location. The silty and shaly sequences, 
such as the Jurassic Arapien shale, have low permeability but many of the 
sandstones and limestones, such as the Jurassic Navajo sandstone and the 
Tertiary Flagstaff limestone, are very permeable and make good aquifers 
(Young.and Carpenter, 1965). These aquifers outcrop in the Tushar Moun
tains southwest of Marysvale and they also outcrop extensively in the 
Pavant Range west of Richfield where they dip to the south and southeast 
under the volcanic rocks (Callaghan and Parker, 1961). Their structure under 
the volcanic rocks is unknown. The Mesozoic and older .sedimentary rocks 
are folded and thrust-faulted (Hardy, 1952) and all of the rocks, including 
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the volcanic rOcks, were faulted and fractured during Basin and Range nor
mal faulting which began during Miocene times and has continued sporadic
ally to the present. 

The recharge of the sedimentary aquifers occurs in the mountainous areas 
which receive 75 cm of water or more per year as precipitation. The aquifers 
can recharge directly from surface precipitation wherever they outcrop; 
otherwise their recharge depends on available fractures and faults in the over-

Area Location Mop 

I UNDIFFERENTIATED IGNEOUS ROCKS 
I IMPERMEABLE EXCEPT IN FRACTURES 

AND FAULTS. 

# HOT SPRING 

O COLD SPRING 

= r = q UNDIFFERENTIATED SEDIMENTARY ROCKS. ^ MAPPED FAULT 
\ IMPERMEABLE OR OF UNKNOWN PERMEABILITY (DASHED WHERE 

INFERRED) 

iV i f .™ UNDIFFERENTIATED PERMEABLE 
'?V! l i l SEDIMENTARY ROCKS . 

CD QUATERNARY ALLUVIUM 

Fig. 3. Generalized hydrogeology in the area around Monroe Hot Springs, Utah. 
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lying volcanic rocks. Once the groundwater has infiltrated these aquifers it 
may move laterally into reservoirs deep beneath the VEilley floor. 

The valley floor is formed of narrow, down-dropped fault blocks covered 
with Pliocene and Pleistocene sediments which vary in thickness from a thin 
veneer to as much as 500 meters (Young and Carpenter, 1965). The fill lies 
upon an unknown thickness of volcanic rocks which isolate it from the 
deeper, sedimentary aquifers. The fill is composed of fanglomerates, clays, 
landslide deposits, and terrace and streambed gravels. This heterogeneous 
composition causes the permeability of the fill to vary from good to poor. 

The hot springs 

Hot springs occur in well-defined seeps on the Sevier fault at Monroe, Red 
Hill, and Johnson warm spring. The springs occur at changes in the trend of 
the surface trace of the Sevier fault. Perhaps these are the only locations 
where the fault zone is permeable enough for the water to penetrate the sur
face. Hot water may rise from depth in many other places along the fault only 
to mix with cool water eind leak into the alluvium before it can discharge at 
the surface. 

Mase (1978) has drawn inferences about the near-surface hot spring dis
charge from the first separation dipole-dipole apparent resistivity shown in 
Fig. 4. The contours generally follow the Sevier fault as located by the ground 
magnetic survey (Mase, 1978) and close on the hottest and most altered part 
of the system. The 5 J2-m contours probably outline conduits up which the 
hot springs fluid 30% porous saturated sediments would have an apparent 
that at the temperature ('~70°C) and salinity (3800 ppm NaCl equiv.) of the 
hot springs fluid 30% porous saturated sediments would have an apparent 
resistivity of 5 r2-m (Keller and Frischnecht, 1966). 

Once the hot springs fluid cools to 25—30°C the sediments containing it 
would have an apparent resistivity of 15—10 fZ-m. On this basis the arm of 
low resistivity projecting northwest from Red Hill probably represents the 
leakage of cooling thermal fluids through the alluvium. A similar leakage zone 
is indicated extending westward from Johnson Warm springs. 

Another important aspect of Fig. 4 is that it shows the predomineint two-
dimensional geometry of the system and justifies using two-dimensional mod
els to analyze it. 

Subsurface temperature data 

Mase (1978) obtained direct subsurface temperature data in 11 boreholes, 
the positions of which are indicated on the insets in Figs. 5 and 7 with the 
temperature-depth curves. The appearance of the temperature-depth curves is 
similar to those that Lachenbruch et al. (1976) describe at Long Valley, 
California and those that Smith (1970) describes at Broadlan<»s, New Zealand. 
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A peculiarity of temperature-depth curves near strongly convecting zones is 
that the thermal gradient is quite variable with depth, so that making temper
ature extrapolations on the basis of these curves is risky. The nejirly isother
mal appearance of two of the boreholes at Red Hill below 30 m depth indi
cates a strongly convecting zone. The other boreholes at Red Hill and all those 
at Monroe show a strong, consistent, downward curvature. This curvature may 
indicate an increase of thermal conductivity with depth, a weak, diffused up
ward convection, or lateral heat conduction away from a strongly convecting 
zone. Mase (1978) measured the thermal conductivity in all of the boreholes at 
5-m intervals, and found no increase in thermal conductivity with depth. The 
cause of the curvature is then either upward convection or lateral heat con
duction. 

An unfortunate aspect of the measurements at Red Hill and Monroe is 
that none were made away from the immediate area of the hot springs. Such 
data contain information about the subsurface flow and the location of the 
recharge area (Lachenbruch et al., 1976). 

The temperature data at Monroe and Red Hill are displayed on the east-
west cross-sections of Figs. 6 and 8. In each the isotherms are upwarped under 
the discharge vent and taper off to the east and west. The asymmetry in the 
isotherms is attributed to several effects, such as the dip of the fault zone 
through which the hot water is rising, lower thermal conductivity of the al
luvium west of the fault, and possible warm-water leakage to the west. 

TEMPERATURE (°C) 
30 40 50 

Fig. 5. Temperature-depth curves at Monroe Hot Springs and locations of the various bore
holes. The increasing curvature of the temperature-depth curves near the Sevier fault zone 
shows it to be the locus of the convective heat transfer. 

Fig. 4. Contour map depicting first separation dipole-dipole apparent resistivity. The form 
of the contours indicates the nearly two-dimensional geometry of the system. The loca
tions of eleven heat-flow boreholes are also indicated. 
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Fig. 8. West-east thermal cross-section of Red Hill Hot Spring. 
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Geochemical and geophysical constraints 

From geochemistry. Parry et al. (1976) determined that the spring waters 
are most likely a mixture of a hot, saline component and a cool component 
that is chemically similar to the surface water in the area. A mixing model, 
based on the measured silica content of the warm water and the warm-water 
enthalpy, indicated a mixture of 62% hot water at 118°C and 38% cold wa
ter at 10°C. The Na-K-Ca geochemistry indicated a hot component tempera
ture of 180°C. In a normal Basin and Range heat-flow area these temperatures 
are reached between 2.5 and 4.0 km depth. The Na-K-Ca temperature esti
mate is less reliable than the silica temperature because the hot spring water 
may have acquired its salinity from evaporites in the Arapien shale. Conse
quently the hot reservoir is probably nearer a temperature of 118°C than 
180°C. What aquifer constitutes the hot fluid reservoir is a matter of specula
tion, but the most likely possibility is the Jurassic Navajo sandstone because 
it is generally permeable and probably underlies the Sevier Valley at a depth 
between 2.5 and 4.0 km (Mase, 1978). 

The location of mixing between the hot and cold waters is also speculative. 
The temperature of the cold springs in the area ranges from about 12 to 20°C. 
Assuming that the water in the cold springs loses no more than 10°C between 
depth and the surface (Sorey and Lewis, 1976), the maximum temperature 
that the cool spring waters attain is about 30°C which implies that this water 
circulates not deeper than 500 m. This temperature estimate is in apparent 
conflict with Miller's (1976) geochemical estimates of the maximum subsur
face temperature of the cool springs. These estimates, which were based on 
silica content, ranged from 80°C to over 110°C. There is no satisfactory ex
planation for this conflict, but part of the problem might be that silica ther
mometry is not always accurate when applied to cool surface water. 

The discharge at the Red Hill spring is about 20 l/s and the combined dis
charge of all the seeps at Monroe hot springs is about 6 l/s (Mase, 1978). Sup
posing that the upward flow takes place over an area of 2 X IO'* m^, which is 
about the area of the 5 fi-m contour in Fig. 4, the vertical groundwater veloc
ities required to maintain the discharge range from 2.5 X 10"' to 1 X 10"* m/s. 
These velocities are minimum estimates because the effect of leakage to the 
alluvium has not been considered. 

The piermeability of the fault zone is not known. Sorey and Lewis (1976) 
consider permeabilities of 1 to 10 darcies appropriate values for the fault 
zones in Long Valley. If an intermediate value of 5 darcies is chosen for the 
permeable part of the fault zone at Red Hill, a vertical piezometric gradient of 
2% is required to account for the spring discharge. This piezometric gradient 
is equivalent to a 50-m decrease in piezometric head in a 2.5-km rise from the 
reservoir to the surface. Since the piezometric gradient is the same at Monroe 
as it is at Red Hill, the lower vertical velocities at Monroe imply a lower 
permeability in this system. 
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Heat output of the hot springs 

In spite of the limited coverage provided by the eleven borehole heat-flow 
measurements Mase (1978) managed to calculate the total conductive heat 
loss using an empirical relationship between heat flow and apparent resistiv
ity. By regressing heat-flow measurements against apparent resistivity he 
found the relationship: 

q = 5800 p^-^-^°^ 

where q is heat flow in mW/m^, and p^is apparent resistivity in f2-m; to be 
valid for the Monroe—Red Hill system. Using this formula and the resistivity 
map of Fig. 4 he calculated the total conductive heat loss of the two systems 
as 3 MW. He also calculated the heat lost in the springs' discharge as 5 MW 
using the formula: 

Q = CmAT; 

where Q is the rate of heat loss, C is the specific heat of water, m is the mass 
discharge rate, and A T is the difference between the discharge temperature 
and the mean air temperature. Adding the conductive and discharge heat 
losses results in a totsd heat loss of approximately 8 MW. This is equal to the 
normal Basin and Range heat flow over a 110-km^ area. 

Wilson and Chapman (1978) observe that recharging groundwater absorbs 
30—50% of the heat flow in a recharge area. Thus, heat absorbed over a re
charge area of 220—370 km^ could maintain the observed heat loss at Monroe 
and Red Hill. This is only about 1/4 of the maximum possible recharge area 
east, west, and south of the hot springs. In addition to the heat absorbed in a 
recharge area groundwater also absorbs a substantial amount of heat in lateral 
flow to the storage reservoir. 

W.T. Parry (personal communication) has suggested that exothermal altera
tion of clays in the hydrothermal system may provide a significant portion of 
the observed power loss. The power provided by chemical reactions depends 
on the length of time the system has been active £ind the extent of the altera
tion which are not known. 

DISCUSSION OF MODEL RESULTS 

The numerical algorithm was used to compute the temperature distribu
tions of several models of the subsurface flow. Fig. 9 shows the steady-state 
temperature field resulting from a flow of 1 X 10~* m/s up a vertical fault. 
The flow originated at a depth of 2.0 km and it was assumed that no water 
leaked from the faiult zone but that mixing with cool water occurred between 
400 and 500 m depth. The steady-state spring temperature in the model was 
81°C compared to 74°C measured at Red Hill. An important aspect of this 
model is that in the strongly convecting part the temperature increases rapid
ly with depth near the surface but increases very slowly at greater depths. 
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Fig. 9. West-east thermal cross-section through a hypothetical geothermal system. The 
small mixing flow produces a slight asymmetry to the isotherms. The heat-flow profile, 
across the system shows a maximum enhancement of N-̂ ^̂  = 100. Heat-flow values (HFU) 
correspond to a 2-HFU background heat flow. 

Fig. 10 is a comparison of the observed heat flow at Monroe and Red HUI 
with two models of the subsurface flow. The axes in the figure are normalized 
distance from the hot spring perpendicular to the strike of the fault and nor
malized Nusselt number. The distance is normalized by dividing by the depth 
at which the flow originated and the Nusselt number is normalized by 
dividing by the Nusselt number directly over the fracture. In each model 
the thermal water flows up a vertical fracture from a reservoir at a depth 
of 2.0 km and the surface discharge is fixed at 0.05 l/s per meter width. 
In one model all of the flow from the reservoir discharges at the surface 
while in the other model a fraction of the flow leaks into the alluvium in 
a 500-m-thick zone. Curves for the cases of 60% and 90% leakage are shown. 

The observations at Red Hill and Monroe both agree with the models very 
closely east of the hot springs. West of the hot springs, however, the measure
ments at the two hot springs are not in agreement each following a different 
model curve. 

At Monroe hot springs the measurements are consistent with a hot springs 
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discharge through a nearly vertical zone without any leakage to the alluvium. 
The sharpness of the heat flow anomaly at Monroe indicates that the width 
of this zone is only about 50 m. A similar geometry, but with a substantial 
leakage to the alluvium, is consistent with the measurements at Red Hill; 
thus confirming the interpretation of a leakage zone from the resistivity con
tour map (Fig. 4). 

Although the interpretation has thus far assumed flow in fractures, other 
interpretations are possible. Fig. 11 illustrates temperature data in borehole 
M4 compared to temperature-depth curves calculated from two models of the 
subsurface flow. The observed temperatures in M4 are indistinguishable from 
the theoretical curve for diffused upward flow. This curve was calculated from 
a one-dimensional solution of the energy equation assuming a Peclet number 
of 4.1 and a temperature difference of 45°C between the surface and the sub
surface reservoir. This implies that the flow of water is from a 160-m-deep, 
60°C reservoir at a rate of 1.2 X 10~* s~'. While this curve fits the observed 
data very well, the model it was computed from predicts a terminal tempera
ture of 60°C whereas the hot spring seep nearest M4 has a temperature of 
69°C (C.W; Mase, personal communication). 
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Fig. 10. Numerically determined curves of heat-flow enhancement as a function of distance 
from the hot spring for the geometry shown. The surface discharge is fixed and the amount 
of leakage into the alluvium is allowed to vary. Curves for 60% and 90% leakage are shown. 
Error bars indicate 10% uncertainty in the heat-flow determinations. 
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Fig, 11. Temperature data from M4 compared with two temperature-depth curves calculated 
from different models. While both curves agree well with the data they diverge markedly 
below 70 m depth where there are no data. Temperature extrapolations depend very much 
on the model assumed. 

The observed data are also consistent with the temperature-depth ciu^e re
sulting from flow up a 60°-dipping fracture 100 m from the borehole at the 
surface. This curve was calculated by similarity (Luikov, 1966) with a numer
ical solution. The interpretation of this curve indicates an upward flow of 
1 X 10" ' m/s in the fracture, a local undisturbed geothermal gradient of 
400 K/km, and a temperature of 65°C at 120 m depth. Even when con
strained by field observations, temperature extrapolations depend very much 
on the model that is assumed. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR MONROE-RED HILL 

Temperatures extrapolated to great depths are not generally accurate. How
ever, a prediction based on many models is that the nearly isothermal behav
ior of two of the boreholes at Red Hill will probably continue until the zone 
of mixing between the hot and cold components is reached. The temperature 
could increase 15—20°C within the mixing zone and then continue isother-
mally to the hot reservoir. The strong downward curvature noted in many of 
the boreholes likely continues until the maximum reservoir temperature is 
reached or until a strongly convecting zone is intercepted. 

A cooling magma chamber is not necessary as a heat source for the Mon
roe—Red Hill hydrothermal system. Furthermore, there is no reason to be
lieve that the area has an average heat flow higher than normal for the Basin 
and Range Province. The following evidence supports these conclusions: 

(1) Heat transfer by moving groundwater in a normal Basin and Range 
heat-flow environment can easily provide the heat loss that is observed at 
Monroe—Red Hill. Moreover, there may be an additional contribution to the 
heat flow from exothermic chemical reactions. 
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(2) There is no indication of Quaternary volcanism in the area. 
(3) A piezometric gradient caused by the difference in elevation between 

recharge areas and the hot spring can maintain the spring's discharge. There 
is no need for buoyancy over a heat source. 

(4) Upward groundwater flow from a reasonably shallow depth of approx
imately 2.0 km can maintain the temperatures that are observed at Monroe— \ 
Red Hill. _; 

The minimum upward velocity that is consistent v\dth the discharge and 
temperatures at the Red Hill spring is approximately 1 X 10"* m/s. The max
imum possible piezometric gradient at the spring, which is the maximum 
topographic relief divided by the depth to the storage reservoir, is 60%. There
fore, the observed velocity in the hydrothermal system is attainable only if 
the permeability of the permeable parts of the fault zone is greater than 0.1 
darcy. 
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UNIVERSITY OF UTAH RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

UURI 
EARTH SCIENCE LABORATORY 
420 CHIPETA WAY, SUITE 120 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84108 

TELEPHONE 801-581-5283 

August 6, 1979 

Roger Harrison 
Terra Tek 
420 Wakara Way 
Salt Lake City, UT 84108 

Dear Roger: 

On July 17, 1979 you requested a b r i e f analysis of pump-test data from an 
ar tes ian geothermal well at Monroe, Utah. C u r v e - f i t t i n g techniques were used 
to quan i t i f y the hydrologic propert ies of the a l l u v i a l aqui fer and to estimate 
the distance to an in f in i te - recharge boundary, the Sevier f a u l t . More 
elaborate tes t ing and modeling w i l l be required to evaluate the hydrologic 
propert ies of the f a u l t . 

This analysis of the 70-hour pump-test indicates tha t the 1471 foot deep 
wel l can be o u t f i t t e d to produce as much as 609 gpm (gal lons per minute), 
enough to sa t i s f y the projected near-term requirements fo r the Ci ty of Monroe. 
Addi t ional development of the well and a larger pump w i l l be required to meet 
t h i s peak demand. I t i s doubtful that the al luvium at the Monroe "Mound" can 
support greater discharges. Any fu ture production wel ls should be s i ted near 
Red H i l l . ' 

S incere ly , 

Kip Smith 

Associate Geophysicist 

!<S:ls 
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MONROE KGRA PUMP TEST ANALYSIS 

by 

Christian Smith 

The flowing geothermal well at Monroe, Utah was pumped at a reported 

average rate of 330 gpm for 70 hours. This report summarizes the data, their 

utility, and the results of this successful pump-test. The results favor the 

limited development of the hydrothermal system and can be better appreciated 

in the light of the geologic and geophysical background material provided by 

Mase et al (1978). 

Figure 1 is a sketch of the pumped well and the geologic units it 

penetrates. The 9 5/8 inch hole enters a 400 foot thick limestone, playa or 

limestone conglomerate below the valley fill. This unit is consolidated and 

may impede the vertical migration of thermal fluids. The well penetrates the 

Sevier fault system that acts as the conduit for upwelling thermal fluids at a 

depth near 1100 feet. The hole bottomed at 1471 feet, is open below 1313 feet 

and was completed with 7 5/8 inch slotted casing in the interval between 945 

and 1313 feet. The well is cased off from all formations above 945 feet. 

This construction seriously constrains the performance of the well and 

the response of the two observation wells that are completed in the alluvium. 

The lime-rich unit separates the producing interval of the pumped well 

(945-1471 feet) from the alluvium tapped by the monitor wells. Estimates of 

transmissivity from the production well and the deeper monitor well (MC-2) can 

be expected to be lower than those from the shallower monitor well (MC-1). 

The alluvium above the lime-rich unit may communicate only partially with the 

deeper producing interval especially at early times in the pump test. 



A more serious complication is the presence of the Sevier fault system. 

The hot springs at Monroe and Red Hill occur at apparent changes in the trend 

of the surface trace of the Sevier fault. Several heat-flow, holes located 

near the fault trace are isothermal (Mase et al 1978). An interpretation of 

precision gravity data indicates a calculated throw of 1760 meters (5800 feet) 

along three parallel step faults within the fault system. This throw may be 

sufficient to juxtapose a permeable massive granular aquifer (Jurassic Navajo 

Sandstone) against tight welded tuffs (Tertiary Bullion Canyon Volcanics). 

Mase et al (1978) suggest that the Navajo Sandstone yields thermal fluids to 

the fault system at depth and that surface discharge is controlled by flexures 

in the fault system. Wells that tap the fault system or adjacent permeable 

material respond to the endless quantity of recharge it supplies. They 

respond much like wells drilled in the shore of a large deep lake: they very 

quickly begin to draw water from the lake and give little information about 

the material in which they are completed. 

The monitor wells do not penetrate the fault system but are in hydraulic 

communication with it. When the pumped well intercepts water flowing in the 

fault system it deprives the alluvial aquifer of this water. The response of 

the monitor wells is indicative of the hydraulic properties of the alluvium, 

not of the fault. No quantitative assessment of the hydraulic properties of 

the fault system can be made from the data from this pump test. An additional 

pump test will be required and is recommended in the concluding remarks. 

The results of the pump test analyses are given in Table 1. They are 

internally consistant and are supported with sufficient data. A brief 

discussion of each analysis follows some general comments on the reliability 

of the various types of analyses used. 



TABLE 1 

SUMMARY OF PUMP TEST RESULTS 

WELL ANALYSIS TYPE TRANSMISSIVITY 

FT2/day 

STORAGE 

% 

COMMENTS 

Production Semilog Drawdown 170 

Semilog recovery 400 

Unreliable, Fig. 3 

Unreliable, Fig. 4 

MC-1 

MC-2 

Stallman drawdown 

Stallman recovery 

Theis drawdown 

Stallman recovery 

560 

470 

460 

280 

.002 

.004 

.003 

.001 

360 ft. 

400 ft. 

620 ft. 

600 ft. 

deep. Fig. 5 

to fault. Fig. 7 

deep. Fig. 6 

to fault. Fig. 8 

Production Semilog drawdown 350 after stimulation. Fig. 10 

Table 1 shows a range of estimated transmissivities from 170 to 560 

feet2/day. The low value (170 feet2/day) is unreliable. It is the product 

of a straight-line, semilogarithmic approximation to the Theis (1935) solution 

to the equation of transient ground-water flow. The Theis solution assumes 

that a homogeneous isotropic aquifer with a constant storage coefficient has 

been fully penetrated by all wells used in the test. When any of these 

assumptions is invalid, the semilog approximation produces erroneous results. 

It is, however, the only method that can.be used to assess data frbm a pumping 

well. The range between the remaining six estimates of transmissivity is 

small and probably represents the true heterogeneity of the aquifer. 

The semilog approximation cannot be used to estimate the storage 

coefficient. The estimates from the two monitor wells are typical of artesian 

systems in poorly consolidated materials. Table 1 suggests that the aquifer 

is more confined at 620 feet than it is at 360 feet. 
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The values given in Table 1 are representative for the aquifer material 

that separates the pumped well and the monitor wells. Lithologic logs given 

by Mase et al (1978) suggest that the aquifer is composed of gravel with minor 

clay: coarse valley-fill alluvium. The low values of transmissivity suggest 

a higher percentage of fine material than they indicate. It is realistic to 

suppose that much of the silt or clay fraction was not observed in drill 

cuttings. The aquifer responds like a fine-grained, fairly tight, poorly 

consolidated sediment. The restricted area of low resistivity near the wells 

(Mase et al 1978) supports the contention that the aquifer is "tight". 

Figure 2 is a log-log plot of drawdown in the pumping well as a function 

of time. Wells that pump compressible fluids display a unit slope at early 

times. Since no unit slope is seen. Figure 2 indicates that the thermal 

fluids contain only a small fraction of dissolved gasses. It also reveals 

that data taken at small times can be used validly to assess transmissivity 

and storage (Earlougher, 1977). 

Figure 3 is a plot of drawdown in the pumping well as a function of the 

logarithm of time (the semilog plot discussed above). The straight line 

approximation to the Theis solution yields a low estimate of transmissivity 

(170 feet2/day). This low value suggests that the well may have been 

inefficient. (Its efficiency was improved by surging after the test was 

completed.) The most interesting features of the plot are the halving of the 

slope and the horizontal line that appears after about half an hour. These 

features indicate that the well is producing water from a lateral 

inhomogeneity, an "infinite" recharge boundary—the Sevier fault system 

conduit. Unfortunately, the uniform drawdown after half an hour precludes any 

analysis of the transmissivity of the fault system 



After 70 hours of pumping, the well was shut in and the recovery of the 

water level monitored. Figure 4 is the plot of the recovery as a function of 

the logarithm of the ratio between the time since the pump started (t) to the 

time since the pump stopped (t'). This ratio of times is always used when 

plotting recovery data because the recovery is a function of both pumping time 

and recovery time. When the pump has just been shut off (t>>t'), the ratio is 

large and plots near the right-hand side of the graph. As recovery 

progresses, the data points "move" from right to left. 

Three straight lines appear on Figure 4. The steepest line appears at 

the earliest time and represents the interval when intersticial storage is 

being replenished. The slope of the second line produces an estimate of 

transmissivity of 700 feet^/day; that of the third line 400 feet^/day, nearly 

half. This halving again suggests the influence of a recharge boundary. Only 

the third line can be expected to yield a reliable (?) estimate of 

transmissivity 

Since the fault system affected the drawdown and recovery of the pumped 

well, an attempt was made to assess its impact on the monitor wells. Figure 5 

is a Stallman (1963) analysis of the drawdown in monitor well MC-1. No 

recharge boundary was noted. The curve follows the Theis solution and yields 

reliable estimates for both transmissivity and the coefficient of storage. 

Figure 6 is a conventional Theis curve analysis of the drawdown in monitor 

well MC-2. It too shows no effect of the recharge boundary and yields 

reliable estimates. 

Figure 1 may help explain why the effect of the fault system is not 

apparent in the drawdown data from the monitor wells. When the pumped well 

intercepts the water flowing up the fault system, the water in the alluvial 



aquifer responds by reversing its usual direction of flow. The fault system 

acts as a drain. The rate at which the aquifer drains is dependant only on 

the hydraulic properties of the alluvium, not on those of the fault system. 

On the other hand, when the pump is shut off, water begins to rise along 

the fault system and to infiltrate the alluvial aquifer. The recovery of the 

monitor wells is dependant not only on the hydraulic properties of the 

alluvium but also on their distance to the source of recharge. The nearer a 

well is to the recharge boundary, the sooner the recharge will effect its 

recovery. Figures 7 and 8 are Stallman plots of the recoveries in monitor 

wells MC-1 and MC-2 respectively. MC-1 responds to the recharge much more 

quickly then MC-2. Well MC-1 is estimated by the Stallman method to be about 

400 feet and well MC-2 to be about 600 feet from the fault system. Both 

analyses give reasonable estimates for transmissivity and storage. 

Figure 9 is a sketch map, provided by Terra Tek, of the well locaions. 

The circles are the radii to the Sevier fault system recharge boundary 

computed by the Stallman method. If the distances are correct, the 

intersections of the circles ought to reveal the most probable areas where the 

fault system is acting as a conduit. In this case the circles intersect 

northeast of the wells, in the direction of Red Hill. The thermal fluids at 

Monroe may be flowing from near Red Hill. Future exploratory drilling should 

be sited closer to Red Hill. A spontaneous potential (SP) survey may 

delineate the conduit area if cultural noise is sufficiently low. 

After the wells had recovered to near their pre-pumping levels, 

development of the pumped well was undertaken by surging. A short-term (2 hr) 

drawdown test was then performed to evaluate the success of the development. 

Figure 10 is a semilog plot of this drawdown. It displays two distinct 



straight lines, the slope of the second is half that of the first. The fault 

system was again encountered. However, the pumping was not continued long 

enough for the drawdown to become constant, as it did during the 70-hour 

pump-test. Had the test continued for a day, the drawdown would have 

stablized. The estimate of transmissivity (350 feet^/day) agrees well with 

all the estimates given above and indicates that the surging operation was 

successful. 

The success of the surging operation encourages the following proposal 

for continued hydrologic field work. The well can probably be improved even 

more with conventional, commercial techniques (acidizing, etc.). Following 

the additional development a 12- or 24-hr multiple-rate pump test should be 

conducted. The first flow rate should be less than 400 gpm and should be held 

constant until the drawdown level has stablized for at least half a log cycle. 

The flow rate should then be instantaneously increased to above 400 gpm and 

the water level again allowed to stablize. If time and pumping power allow, 

this process, of step increases in discharge should be repeated. The final flow 

rate should be about 250 gpm--barely more than the natural artesian flow. The 

resulting drawdowns in the pumped well and the monitor wells can be analyzed 

to assess the hydraulic properties of the fault system. 

The values given in Table 1 suggest that 450 feet^/day and 0.003 are 

reasonable averages for the estimates of transmissivity and storage. To 

determine whether these averages reproduce the observed drawdowns at the end 

of the pumping period, the Theis solution was calculated for 70 values of 

distance from the pumped well. Table 2. The agreement is very good at 340 

feet from the pumped well, the distance to monitor well MC-1 but not so good 

at 165 feet, the distance to well MC-2. This may be due to the lower average 



transmissivity shown for well MC-2 in Table 1. Granting the documented 

stratagraphic and structural inhomogeneity of the area, the disagreement is 

not a cause for alarm. 

Tables 3 and 4 show the predicted drawdowns at distances as great as a 

mile for the Monroe well pumping 600 gpm for periods of 2 and 8 days. These 

predictions reveal that the well can be pumped "safely" for longer than a week 

at 600 gpm. The estimated drawdowns do not take into account the "infinite" 

recharge boundary effect of the Sevier fault system and therefore represent 

greater-than-expected declines in water level. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1) The Monroe well can safely yield 600 gpm for periods as long as a 

week. 

2) The thermal fluids rise along the fault system and communicate with 

the alluvial aquifer in an area northeast of the wells, in the 

direction of Red Hill. 

3) Future exploratory drilling should be sited near Red Hill. 

4) The Monroe well should be further developed and a step drawdown test 

(with recovery) be conducted to assess the degree of hydraulic 

communication between the alluvium and the Sevier fault system. 
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MONROE - RED HILL HEAT FLOW 
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